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Abstract

Transformer networks are very effective for
modern NLP tasks but are computationally
expensive to deploy at scale. We studied the
efficacy of compressing Transformer networks
with traditional pruning techniques and with
structured block-circulant weight matrices.
Structured weight matrices have been
employed to significantly compress fully-
connected layers in computer vision networks,
but have not yet been applied to the field of
NLP.

Pruning

Train fully, then freeze smallest
magnitude weights to zero.
Fine tune and iterate.

Circulant Matrices

Reuse parameters within matrix
by rotating first row.

Matrix-vector products use the
FFT:
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Block-Circulant Matrices

Block-circulant matrices are composed of multiple circulant
matrices of a fixed block-size (compression factor). They are
more expressive (less compressed) than fully-circulant
matrices. Unstructured and circulant matrices are each special
cases of block-circulant matrices.

MNIST Benchmark

We tested our custom block-circulant PyTorch layers
by training a two-layer feedforward classifier on
MNIST, a handwritten-digit classification task.
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Compression Techniques

Compressed Transformer

Multi30k Machine Translation Experiment

We translated descriptions of photos from German to English using the Multi30k dataset, with 29k
training examples and 1k test. All experiments were trained for 20 epochs.

Several men in hard hats are operating a giant pulley 
system.

Mehrere Männer mit Schutzhelmen bedienen ein 
Antriebsradsystem.

Pruned Transformer
Pruning and fine-tuning of transformer layers, 
21% pruning per iteration.

Pruned Entire Network
Pruning and fine-tuning of entire network, except 
embeddings, 21% per iteration.

Block-Circulant Transformer
Compression by block-circulant weight matrices 
of transformer layers with different block sizes 
(compressions).

Circulant Transformer

Maximum compression by circulant weight 
matrices of transformer layers. Weights are 
shared between attention heads.

Compress fully-
connected weight  
matrices

Analysis and Conclusions
On MNIST, block-circulant outperformed pruning, with the performance gap increasing with compression level. However, 
in Transformers on the the Multi30k dataset, pruning outperformed block-circulant by an average of 8 BLEU for the same 
level of compression. Interestingly, the slightly pruned Transformer performed better than the uncompressed Transformer.

Successful parameter sharing may require underlying symmetry in the data, and when symmetry does not exist, 
performance is sacrificed by imposing such structure. For example, block-circulant compression may have been 
successful on MNIST because of underlying invariant geometric properties of MNIST pixels. However, in the Transformer 
case, we cannot assume there to be any such symmetries in the input, which were the elements of word embeddings. 
Thus, block-circulant structure was imposed rather than leveraged.
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